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SOS EVENTS

Check out our year-in-review video on our website!

Fridays

4:00 – 8:00 p.m.

Saturdays

12:00 noon – 7:00 p.m.

Sundays

12:00 noon – 6:00 p.m.

Adopt-athon

Saginaw PetSmart

January 21–31

Ross Medical Education Dept. at

SVSU Pet Supply Drive

Month of February

“Beat the Heat”

M20 Animal Clinic

VetMed Midland

February 17

6:00 p.m.

SOS Meeting

Grace A. Dow Library

March 17

6:00 p.m.

SOS Meeting

Grace A. Dow Library

March 20

6:00 – 8:00 p.m.

Goodbye Winter ART BLAST

Serendipity 181

April 21

6:00 p.m.

SOS Meeting

Grace A. Dow Library

Adopt-athons may be cancelled if no
pets are available for adoption.

A Year in Review:

what your donations made happen in 2013

• 318 cats and dogs adopted to new families

• 297 spay/neuter surgeries on pets in low income families (December numbers

aren't in yet and we have already beat our previous best by 47 surgeries)

• 138 families helped with pet food

Your donations make a difference and go directly to help the animals. The three

programs above account for 96 percent of our budget. We have no paid staff, no

building, no utility bills, and no wasted supplies. What we do have are very

dedicated volunteers, fantastic veterinarians, and a great support network. None

of this would be possible without you.

Thank you!

Joann Taylor

President

SOS Animal Rescue



With your donations, all of these pets were

treated in 2013! Without YOU, enriching the

lives of these beautiful animals would not have

been possible. And they were all adopted into

loving homes.

With Gratitude

Butterscotch lost one eye due to lack of

veterinary care as a kitten.

Both knees in Ginger’s back legs had torn ACL’s,

requiring two surgeries and six months of recovery.

Coco sustained a radial arm injury and was successfully treated.

We believe Racer was doused in

bleach, but made a full recovery.

Millie lost one eye due to

lack of veterinary care.

Hook suffered from an

eye infection and was

successfully treated.

Journey suffered severe frostbite. She lost almost

all of her toes, parts of her ears, and part of her

tail. She underwent six months of recovery.

Snickers was diagnosed

with cancer and will live

her last days in one of

our caring foster homes.

2013
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These sweet animals are

still looking for homes.

Won’t you consider one of

our special needs pets?

I am very special.

Will you take care of me?

Fawn is a blind cat

who was rescued from

the outside. She is very

loving and needs a

quiet home to live in.

We also lost some special pets this year. Stubby and Benny were diagnosed

with cancer and spent their last

days in one of our foster homes.

Victoria came to us with undiagnosed

diabetes. She had good care for six months

until she passed due to organ failure.

Peanut was rescued after being thrown from a car. She received

medical care for her broken body until is succumbed to brain seizures.

Lucky is a 16-pound male beagle mix who has lost

part of his tail and seven teeth due to infections.

His kennel cough was successfully treated.

Sunny and Montgomery are sister and brother who were rescued

from a hoarding situation. Sunny is blind and Montgomery lost

one eye. They get along wonderfully and take care of each other.

Tiger was rescued from a hoarding

situation. He had ear mites and

severe ear infections, and he is still

recovering from his illnesses.

2014
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Cong
ratul
ation

s

to Sunny &

Montgomery on their

recent adoption!
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10 Signs Your Pet Needs the Vet

Most pet guardians recognize the obvious signs of a pet in

distress and would seek veterinary care for all the obvious

signs of illness or injury such as bleeding or an animal who

can not stand. But what about the more subtle signs that

your pet needs help? Every species has its one code, its own

tell-tale signs of trouble, and in the animal kingdom,

communication can be cryptic to the human eye. One

golden rule is to watch for any behavioral shifts which may

have an alarming underlying cause…

1. Restlessness

Maggie, the 10-year-old calico cat, was always a quiet girl.

She preferred spending the day sleeping in a wicker basket.

When Maggie began exploring the house more, particularly

at night, her family was thrilled to see her becoming more

active. Maggie would pace through the house, checking

every room and sometimes let out a single meow. Turns

out, Maggie was suffering from a brain tumor that was

giving her severe headaches. The pacing was her response to

the pain. What looked like a wonderful new sense of

exploration was actually the manifestation of severe illness.

Restlessness can be a firm indicator of pain or anxiety.

2. Unusual Ways of Getting Your Attention
What do you make of a bunny who normally wanders the

living room floor but is suddenly ascending onto the

couch? Perhaps he has his ears cocked in different

directions instead of the usual symmetrical arrangement.

Bunny may be trying to get your attention. A common

cause of pain in rabbits comes from their mouths as teeth

tend to grow spurs causing painful lacerations and

infection, especially in the rear corners of the mouth that

can only be viewed with special veterinary instruments.

In dogs and cats, frequent barking or meowing that is

uncharacteristic for your pet could be a sign of distress. Any

time your pet is persistently turning to you for attention

and you are unable to satisfy this pleading with food, water

or a walk outdoors, you could be looking at a pet who is in

need of care.

In iguanas, face rubbing is a problem and can lead to injury

from abrasive metal cages. Environmental changes, health

issues or a small cage can provoke the behavior.

3. Changes in Body Presentation and Posture
A pet bird who sits with his feathers ruffled out for a long

period of time may be suffering respiratory illness. In

rabbits, a hunched and hunkered down posture can

indicate stasis, a painful and potentially deadly slow-down

of the gastrointestinal tract which is common to rabbits and

Continued on Page 3

THANK YOU, DONORS TO SOS
ANIMAL RESCUE PERSONAL

PET ASSISTANCE FUND!

To provide grants to benefit residents of

Midland County who cannot afford the cost of

providing primary care for their family pet.

Primary care includes but is not limited to

spay/neuter surgery, routine or emergency

veterinary care, food, and supplies.

Monica Sanger
Lisa Bywater

George & Carol Quarderer
Sandra Simmons

Michael & Robin Glenn
Michael & Joy Marchione

If You See a Pet Left Out in the Cold

Report what you see: take note of the date,
time, exact location, and the type of animal(s)
involved and write down as many details as

possible about the situation. Video and
photographic documentation of the animal, the
location, the surrounding area (even a cell

phone photo), etc. will help bolster your case.

Contact your local animal control agency or

county sheriff's office and present your
complaint and evidence. Take detailed notes
regarding who you speak with and when.

Respectfully follow up in a few days if the
situation has not been remedied.
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gingival complications or other oral health conditions that

could be causing pain and opening the window to

additional disease of major organs including the heart.

8. “False” Hairballs or Coughing

You’d be surprised at how much asthma in cats looks and

sounds like a cat trying to cough up a fur ball. Many cat

guardians miss the early signs of asthma because it appears

so similar to the old ‘hair ball’ routine. Viral infections,

heart diseases, asthma and worms are but a few of the

reasons your pet may be coughing, wheezing or sneezing

and it’s simply impossible for pet owners to make these

determinations on their own.

9. Itching
Sometimes food allergies, environmental allergies or

external parasites cause itching. Particularly if you pet is

itching at his ears and wincing, painful ear mites or yeast

overgrowth may be present.

10. Not Your Average Vomit
Pets do vomit occasionally, but sometimes vomit is an

indicator of an emergency ranging from poisoning, an

ingested foreign object or serious illness. In fact, retching

unproductively can also indicate a severe condition in dogs

in which their stomach is twisted.

Reprinted from www.care2.com.

requires immediate veterinary intervention. In dogs and

cats, you’ll want to pay attention if your pet suddenly sleeps

in an unusual position, limping or hesitating to sit down.

4. Hesitation to Jump or Climb

A dog who begins to hesitate before jumping into the car or

onto the bed may be experiencing arthritis, hip dysplasia or

even early signs of neurological disease. It’s best to get an

early look at these changes to offer comfort and to prevent

progression of disease if possible.

5. Going into Hiding/Becoming Quiet
If your normally social pet begins seeking more quiet time

or begins sleeping a lot more, this can be a red flag

indicating some form of pain or infection. This is a big one

and you’ll want to begin paying careful attention to see if

you can uncover any other changes so that you can report

these to the vet as well. In fact, one cat who recently

swallowed a long piece of string that was constricting his

intestines was simply noted to be sitting quietly and not

bouncing around as he usually does. This change had only

begun that morning, but his eyes seemed to say something

is wrong, and fortunately his very astute guardian rushed

him to the vet where an x-ray revealed the foreign body and

emergency surgery saved his life.

6. Pee & Poo Indicators

Your animal’s bathroom habits are an excellent barometer

of health which is why its critically important for pet

guardians to observe their pets’ elimination behaviors.

Frequent urination can indicate a variety of sneaky and

serious health issues ranging from diabetes to urinary tract

infection to kidney failure. In fact, in male cats, blockage of

the urinary tract can suddenly occur and your cat will be

unable to urinate despite desperate attempts. If your litter

box is out of sight, you will not notice these red flags. You

must see how often your cat is visiting the box. Daily

cleaning of the box to look for appropriate quantity of

urine is essential, but in multi-cat households, it’s harder to

spot illness in a single cat through cleaning alone. Changes

in bowel movements can indicate anything from simple

parasitic infection to intestinal disease to gastrointestinal

hemorrhaging. Black poo, poo with red blood or diarrhea

that persists are all reasons to see the vet.

7. Bad Breath
Geriatric pets are not the only ones who can suffer from

dental diseases. Even in kittens as young as four months

old, severe dental disease can be present as a result of

common viruses and severe pain, even exposed nerves, can

evolve quickly. If your pet has foul breath, don’t play games

with over-the-counter breath freshening tools. First, see your

vet to find out if your pet has abscesses, broken teeth,

Continued from Page 2

Goodbye Winter ART BLAST!!!
Thursday, March 20 • 6 p.m. – 8 p.m.

Hosted by SERENDIPITY 181

144 Ashman St., Downtown Midland
across from Espresso Milano

Please come and enjoy a little wine, a little food, and a lot of
local artwork! A silent art auction is also planned for the

evening. Thus far, artists donating art pieces are:

Ryan Aiman

Christina M. Erskine
FaceBook - Kan’d Ham Art

Hannah Manges of Legacy Art Studio & Gallery
www.legacystudioandgallery.com

Molly Warren-Haycock
www.hiverevive.com

Check our Facebook page and website
for more information as the date approaches.

 $5 donation at the door. Hope to see you there!
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Coping With the Death of Your Pet
How to take care of yourself, your family, and other pets when you’ve had to say goodbye

Our pets bring so much companionship, support, and love

into our lives that it’s natural to grieve when a pet dies.

When a person you love dies, it’s natural to feel sorrow,

express grief, and expect friends and family to provide

understanding and comfort. Unfortunately, the same

doesn’t always hold true if the one who died was your

companion animal. Many consider grieving inappropriate

for someone who has lost “just a pet.” Nothing could be

further from the truth.

Members of the family

People love their pets and consider them members of their

family. Caregivers celebrate their pets’ birthdays, confide in

their animals, and carry pictures of them in their wallets. So

when your beloved pet dies, it’s not unusual to feel

overwhelmed by the intensity of your sorrow.

Animals provide companionship, acceptance, emotional

support, and unconditional love. If you understand and

accept this bond between humans and animals, you’ve

already taken the first step toward coping with pet loss:

knowing that it is okay to grieve when your pet dies.

Understanding how you grieve and finding ways to cope

with your loss can bring you closer to the day when

memories bring smiles instead of tears.

What is the grief process?

The grief process is as individual as the person, lasting days

for one person or years for another. The process typically

begins with denial, which offers protection until individuals

can realize their loss.

Some caregivers may try bargaining with a higher power,

themselves, or even their pet to restore life. Some feel anger,

which may be directed at anyone involved with the pet,

including family, friends, and veterinarians. Caregivers may

also feel guilt about what they did or did not do; they may

feel that it is inappropriate for them to be so upset.

After these feelings subside, caregivers may experience true

sadness or grief. They may become withdrawn or depressed.

Acceptance occurs when they accept the reality of their loss

and remember their animal companion with decreasing

sadness.

Coping with grief

While grief is a personal experience, you need not face your

loss alone. Many forms of support are available, including

pet-bereavement counseling services, pet-loss support

hotlines, local or online pet-bereavement groups, books,

videos, and magazine articles.

Here are a few suggestions to help you cope:

• Acknowledge your grief and give yourself permission to

express it.

• Don’t hesitate to reach out to others who can lend a

sympathetic ear. Pet Partners offers a list of pet-loss

hotlines for those grieving over the death of a pet.

• Write about your feelings, either in a journal or a poem,

essay, or short story.

• Call your local humane society to see whether it offers a

pet-loss support group or can refer you to one.

• Prepare a memorial for your pet.

Ask your veterinarian or local animal shelter about available

pet-loss hotlines. Explore the Internet for pet-loss support

groups and coping information.

Caring for children

The loss of a pet may be a child’s first experience with

death. The child may blame himself, his parents, or the

veterinarian for not saving the pet. And he may feel guilty,

depressed, and frightened that others he loves may be taken

from him.

Trying to protect your child by saying the pet ran away

could cause your child to expect the pet’s return and feel

betrayed after discovering the truth. Expressing your own

grief may reassure your child that sadness is okay and help

her work through her feelings.

Caring for seniors

Coping with the loss of a pet can be particularly hard for

seniors. Those who live alone may feel a loss of purpose and

an immense emptiness. A pet’s death may also trigger

painful memories of other losses and remind caregivers of

their own mortality. What’s more, the decision to get

another pet is complicated by the possibility that the pet

may outlive the caregiver and that the decision to get

another pet hinges on the person’s physical and financial

ability to care for a new pet. For all these reasons, it’s

critical that senior pet owners take immediate steps to cope

with their loss and regain a sense of purpose.

If you are a senior, try interacting with friends and family,

calling a pet-loss support hotline, even volunteering at a

Continued on Page 5
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local humane society. If you know seniors in this situation,

direct them to this page, and guide them through the

difficult grieving process.

Caring for other pets

Surviving pets may whimper, refuse to eat or drink, and

suffer lethargy, especially if they had a close bond with the

deceased pet. Even if they were not the best of friends, the

changing circumstances and your emotional state may

distress them. However, if your remaining pets continue to

act out of sorts, there could actually be a medical problem

that requires your veterinarian’s attention. Give surviving

Tara, Jennifer, Dr. Francke, Dr. Busch, Sara, Dr. Tans, Bianca and Aleshia.

Thanks to the staff
of M-20 Animal

Hospital for
Neuter Palooza 2!

Bianca cleaning earsJennifer, Tara, and Aleshia keeping the paperwork straight Dr. Busch and Dr. Tans in surgery

Sara and Dr. Francke examining a cat.

pets lots of TLC and try to maintain a normal routine. It’s

good for them and for you.

Getting another pet

Rushing into this decision isn’t fair to you or your new pet.

Each animal has her own unique personality and a new

animal cannot replace the one you lost. You’ll know when

the time is right to adopt a new pet after giving yourself

time to grieve, carefully considering the responsibilities of

pet ownership, and paying close attention to your feelings.

When you’re ready, remember that your local animal

shelter is a great place to find your next special friend.

Reprinted from www.humanesociety.org.

Continued from Page 4



Thank you, Morley Portraiture, for a fantastic fund-raiser. Pet owners

received a 5x7 lacquered portrait for participating in the fund-raiser.

Morley Portraiture photographed 127 dogs, a few cats, 1 pig, and 1 bird.

Spay/Neuter Statistics

To date, SOS has spayed/neutered 1935 cats and dogs.

SPAY/NEUTER 2013 Total

Female Cats 97 801

Male Cats 73 488

Female Dogs 79 385

Male Dogs 48 261

TOTALS 297 1935

Thank You for Displaying

SOS Donation Canisters!

Auto Technicians

B-Xtreme Cycle & Sport

Countryside Vet Clinic

Eastman Animal Clinic

Elvira’s

The Gourmet Cupcake Shoppe

HQ Bicycle

Larkin Food Store

Northern Animal Clinic

Soldan’s

Surrey Vet Clinic

Wall & Webb
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Thank you to Shirlene’s Cuisine

for providing lunch at Neuter Palooza.

Pet Food Assistance Program 2010 2011 2012 2013 ytd

families helped 50 40 77 138

dogs 56 121 180

cats 149 159 210

other animals 11 2 6

lbs dog food out 2458 6386

lbs cat food out 1627 2824

Pet Food Assistance

We’ve been selected by the ASPCA as one of the

beneficiaries of the 9Lives Morris’ Rescue Watch! For every

video view, 9Lives will donate one meal to a cat in need –

up to one million meals! Check out the videos at

www.MorrisRescueWatch.com and help Morris’ Rescue.

Let’s reach the one-million mark as quickly as we can!
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THANK YOU!

PLATINUM SPONSORS

Coastal Pet Products
Coffee News

M-20 Animal Hospital
Morley Portraiture
Park Place Homes

PetSmart
Precious Cat

Purdue
Surrey Vet Clinic

VetMed of Midland

GOLD SPONSORS

9Lives
Animal Pal

ASPCA
Larkin Food Center

Northern Animal Clinic
Soldan’s

Superior Title and Settlement
Veterinary Health Center

SILVER SPONSORS

Garber Automotive Group
The Gourmet Cupcake Shoppe

Kroger
Members First Credit Union

Papa John’s
Quilts For Cages

BRONZE SPONSORS

Amazing Deli
Bainfield & Vicki Shaddeau

Bob Evans
BPV Environmental

Cat’s Pride
Coyer Candles

Dunham’s
Goal Post Pizza

Gordonville Grocery
Hartz Mountain Corp

Hugs for  Homeless Animals
Jake’s Old City Grill

Mercato di O&V
Pizza Hut

Prime Lending
Scrapbooks Galore & More

Serendipity 181
Shelley’s Bed & Biscuit

Shirlene’s Cuisine
Soaring Eagle Water Park

Sport’s Junction
Subway
Target
Texan

T.N.T Dog Center
Ways to Wellness

Barbara Anderson
Janet Baker

Sue Berghoff
Merry Blades
Gayle Blues
Kelly Burke
Lily Cheng

Robert Christensen
Mona Cline

Michelle Cook
Wilma Lee Cook

Cheryl Dauer
Michelle Dittenber

Linda Dubay
Evelyn Ducker

Monica Essenmacher
Leslie Foote
Deb Fugate

David & Pamela Goodman
Glenda Gross

Janice Hawrelak
Pam Holbrook

Thomas & Beverly Holtham
Ayelet Ifrah

Meghan Kozubal
Dave & Chris Landon

Jessica Leftwich
Diane Legner

David & Brenda Letts
Barbara McGregor
Alison Moldovan
Joan Monahan

Chris Morris
Stephanie Nearman
Julie & J. R. Nosal

Brian Nylander
Marjorie Papenfuss

Gary & Suzanne Paveglio
Adam Paveglio

Teresa Pennington
Salli Reynolds

Madeline Sasse
Carol Schreiber
Diana Schnople
Betty Shangle

Sandra Simmons
Tricia & Rick Sommer

Lori Tabor
Hitoshi Takahashi

Kathy Tangney
Isaac Teller

Paul & Pam Vammer
Florence Werner

Sarah Wiley
Arnold & Sally Young

In memory of James Baird's wife
by Rena Marx

In memory of Jason Baird's mother
by Rena Marx

In memory of the sister of
Jesse Rouse by Rena Marx

In honor of Lois Ruszala
by Rob Pound

In memory of Mr. & Mrs. Brian
Poroath’s brother by Rena Marx
In memory of Briggette Black's

mother by Rena Marx
In memory of Mr. & Mrs. Jerome

Kozlowski’s mother by Rena Marx
In memory of the husband & father
of Jean Kahl & family by Rena Marx

In honor of Jane Davidson
by Elaine Kirkpatrick
In memory of Luckie,

beloved pet of Pamela Cusick
by Pamela & David Goodman

Soldan’s Feed & Pet Supplies for
hosting the SOS Sharing Tree.
And to the staff & patrons of

Soldan’s for their generous donations
to the SOS Sharing Tree.

Thank you
to PetSmart and
Soldan's for the

pet photo
fund-raisers.
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BOOK REVIEWS BY CHRIS ERSKINE

WORD: A Real Dog Locked in a Shelter Cage for

Eight Years Until...

by Florence Petheram

This is a true story about a dog named Word who was incarcerated
for more than eight years at the Seattle animal control beginning in
1993. His unbelievable lock-up time ultimately got him onto the
2006 Guiness Book of Records list as the “longest time on death row
for a dog.”

His story began when Word and his companion dog named Parsheba,
both lhasa apsos, slipped out of their fenced yard. They were abruptly
startled by two women, and in their fear, they did the nip and run
maneuver, fleeing home in panic. It seems that skin was never
broken, but animal control was called, and they took the two dogs in.
The dogs were labeled ‘vicious.’ A legal battle pursued for eight
years. When the State Supreme Court deemed Word property and not
a family member, he was sentenced to death.

Word’s inspirational journey may force you to grab a tissue, but thank
goodness it does have a happy ending. Even though Word was
sentenced to death, it took a lot of determination by the people that
took care of the dogs at animal control, the owner’s attorney that
fought so hard for the dogs and eventually, Judy Woods of Pigs’
Peace Sanctuary. Unfortunately, Parsheba did not live long enough to
enjoy freedom.

This is a short book at 68 pages or so, but it is a good read. Both
older children and adults will be touched by the endurance of a little
dog named Word. This book is his legacy.

Note: Word passed away in the spring of
2004 due to an aggressive cancer. He was
laid to rest at Pigs’s Peace Sanctuary, a
safe haven of love for pigs and their
friends. Check out the sanctuary’s
website at www.pigspeace.org. Word
was able to spend his freedom days
amongst many pigs, cats, dogs, and
other farm animals that were deemed
food and/or discarded. One can
purchase this book directly through
their website where the proceeds will
be put to good use.

On June 23, 2012, Tara (Tabbert)

Sturgis, a beloved wife, daughter,

sister, and friend passed away in a

tragic motorcycle accident. Tara was a

compassionate and dedicated

individual who left a lasting

impression on both animals and

anyone who knew her.

In her honor, the Tara Sturgis Fund

for Animal Welfare of the Community

Foundation of Greater Flint was

established on June 25, 2013, to

provide support to programs and

organizations that provide general

welfare services, emergency and

medical services, or foster and

adoption services for animals.

We want to thank the Tara Sturgis

fund for granting our foster program

$500 to use for medical and special

food for our sickest foster animals.

Poison Help Line

1-888-426-4435

The Animal Poison Control

Center is a unique

emergency hot-line providing

24-hour-a-day, 7-day-a-week

telephone assistance to

veterinarians and animal

owners. The $50

consultation fee is paid by

the animal owner,

veterinarian, or product

manufacturer.



Get your 
female cat 
fi xed for 
only $20!
Spay her now
before she goes
into heat and
has a litter.

Limited availability.
Special price good for
February in recognition
of National Spay Day.

“Beat the Heat”

SOS Animal Rescue of Midland County • P.O. Box 1135, Midland, MI 48641
989-492-0042 • info@sosar.org • www.sosanimalrescue.org

presents

Must mention “Beat the Heat” when 
calling for an application. Surgeries 
are intended for feral, wild, or free-
roaming cats or cats living with 
families that cannot afford the spay 
surgery. Midland County residents 
only. If your application is approved, 
you will be notifi ed by mail and will 
need to set up an appointment with 
the veterinarian.

SOS Animal Rescue of Midland County is a 
501c3 non-profi t organization.
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Shelley Park

M-20 Animal Hospital

Mission Statement

SOS Animal Rescue is a non-profit 501(c)3 organization whose

mission is to reduce the number of unwanted pets in the Midland area

through placement, public education, spay/neuter assistance

programs, and support for the efforts of local animal welfare groups.

Officers

Joann Taylor, President

Shelley Park, Vice President

Darlene Andrews, Secretary

Karla Oldenburg, Treasurer

Board of Directors

Dawn Carsten

Liz Shook

Newsletter Editor

Sheryl Billmeier Hnizda

P.O. Box 1135, Midland, MI 48641-1135

989-492-0042

info@sosar.org

www.sosanimalrescue.org

www.facebook.com/sosanimalrescue

THANKS TO OUR PLATINUM, GOLD, & SILVER SPONSORS!


